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%hide
import numpy,scipy,scipy.ndimage,zlib,pylab
from pylab import imread,imshow,savefig
from pylab import *
from numpy import *
from scipy import linalg,ndimage
from scipy.ndimage import 
interpolation,filters,morphology,measurements,fourier
from scipy.linalg import norm
from scipy.fftpack import fft,ifft,fft2,ifft2

def show(image,*args,**keys): 
    cla()
    subplot(111)
    pylab.gray()
    imshow(real(image),*args,**keys)
    savefig("temp.png")
def showrow(images,*args,**keys):
    pylab.gray()
    cla()
    n = len(images)
    for i in range(n):
        subplot(1,n,i+1)
        imshow(images[i],*args,**keys)
    savefig("temp.png")
def channels(l1,l2,l3=None):
    result = zeros(list(l1.shape)+[3])
    result[:,:,0] = l1[:,:]
    result[:,:,1] = l2[:,:]
    if l3 is not None: result[:,:,2] = l3[:,:]
    return result 

       

Here are two implementations of the Hough transform.

Note: Python, unfortunately, uses MATLAB conventions for image coordinates.  That is, when a

geometric function (like center_of_mass) returns a point (x,y), this refers to the pixel image[h-y-1,x]. 

That makes the following calculations just messy and confusing.  It's OK to put the origin for images in

the top left corner, but then measurement functions should return coordinates in that coordinate system

as well, not in a different coordinate system.



image = transpose(1-imread(DATA+"points.png")[::-1,:,0])
labels,n = measurements.label(image)
points = measurements.center_of_mass(image,labels,range(1,n)) 

       

cla()
plot([p[0] for p in points],[p[1] for p in points],'ro')
savefig("temp.png") 

       

Simple Hough Transform

The original Hough transform used the following parameterization:

y x= m + b



The set of parameters corresponding to a point (x,y) is therefore:

m

accumulator = zeros((400,400))
for x,y in points:
    for b in range(-200,200):
        m = (y-b)/x
        bi = int(b+200)
        mi = int((m+2)*100.0)
        try:
            accumulator[bi,mi] += 1
        except:
            pass
show(accumulator) 

=
x

y − b



       

The traditional Hough transform uses "bins" or "buckets" for accumulation.  That's similar to downsampling

after a box filtering operation.  

accumulator = zeros((20,20))
for x,y in points:
    for bi in range(20):
        b = (bi-10)*20.0
        m = (y-b)/x
        mi = int((m+2)*5.0)
        try:
            accumulator[bi,mi] += 1
        except:
            pass
show(accumulator,interpolation="nearest") 



       

It's not a very good method for detecting maxima.  It's better to accumulate at a high resolution, convolve with a

Gaussian, and then look for the maximum.  That is a technique similar to something called the probabilistic
Hough tranform.  However, a uniform Gaussian convolution is still not entirely justified; the actual convolution

needed for a correct probabilistic treatment would have to be spatially non-uniform.

show(filters.gaussian_filter(accumulator,10.0))
bi,mi = measurements.maximum_position(accumulator)
print mi,bi
plot([mi],[bi],'ro')
savefig("temp.png") 
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Let's now compute backwards to get the actual line parameters.

m = (mi-200.0)/100.0
b = bi-200.0
print "m,b=",m,b
cla()
plot([p[0] for p in points],[p[1] for p in points],'ro')
plot([0,640],[b,m*640+b],'g-')
savefig("temp.png") 



       

m,b= 0.86 -41.0

Angle-Distance Parameterization

We can also compute the Hough transform using a different line parameterization; this one deals correctly with

vertical lines.
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accumulator = zeros((400,400))
for x,y in points:
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    for p in range(-200,200):
        phi = (pi/2)*p/200.0
        d = x*cos(phi)+y*sin(phi)
        try:
            accumulator[p+200,d+200] += 1
        except:
            pass
show(accumulator) 

       

show(filters.gaussian_filter(accumulator,10.0))
p,di = measurements.maximum_position(accumulator)
print p,di
plot([di],[p],'ro')
savefig("temp.png") 
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phi = (pi/2)*(p-200)/200.0
d = di-200
print "phi,d=",phi,d
cla()
plot([p[0] for p in points],[p[1] for p in points],'ro')
plot([0,640],[d/sin(phi),d/sin(phi)-640*cos(phi)/sin(phi)],'g-')
savefig("temp.png") 



       

phi,d= -0.926769832809 6

 

                 


